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1. Introduction.

1.1 LHC DAQ description and requirements.
The forthcoming Large Hadron Collider will provide a luminosity of 2*1034 cn rV.

In order to achieve this luminosity, bunch collisions will happen every 15 ns. A general

purpose LHC detector is composed of 3 subdetectors: an inner tracking section, a calorimeter

and a muon tracking section.

The number of channels and the expected amount of data per bunch crossing for each

subdetector is shown in table I.

Table I. LHC event size.

Subdetector

Inner tracking

Calorimeter

Muon tracking

Subevent size

1 Mbyte

200 Kbytes

Negligible

Number of channels

20 Millions

200 000

1 Million

The detector provides about 1 Mbyte of data every beam crossing. The front-end

electronic digitalizes the signáis from the detector, performs zero suppression and data

formatting and compaction. The first level trigger reduces the event rate to about 100 000

events/s. Data from the front-end electronic are stored in a 2nd level memory.

The 2nd level memory is composed of physically different buffers. We will refer indistinctly

the 2nd level buffers as detector buffers. A detector segment is a group of channels that share

the same 2nd level buffer. Channels belonging to the same segment write their 1 st level data

in the same 2nd level buffer. One buffer stores a fraction of a whole event. The mi ni mal

amount of segments in the detector is determined by the máximum data flow to be stored into

the detector buffers. The total detector data flow is the lst level trigger rate (105 events/s)

multiplied by the average event size (1 Mbyte), that is 100 Gbytes/s. In order to reduce the

data flow into individual detector buffers to a reasonable valué, thousands of segments have

to be implemented. A number of 4000 segments is stated in the bibliography [1], correspon-

ding to a data input rate of 25 Mbytes/s per buffer.
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Events are filtered again by the 2nd level trigger, which is implemented in two steps

as described in [1]. First, a local processor residing on each detector buffer, produces a

reduced subevent with the information relevant to the 2nd level trigger. The reduced

subevents from all the detector buffers are gathered into one 2nd level event, whose

estimated average size is 1 Kbyte, and is transferred to a global processor belonging to a 2nd

level processor farm.

In the 2nd step, the global processor takes the trigger decisión. The 2nd level trigger

result is distributed back to the 2nd level buffers in order either to reléase the memory, if the

event was rejected, or to send the whole event to the 3 level trigger. The event rate after the

2nd level trigger is estimated to be 1 KHz.

Final event rejection is accomplished by the 3rd level trigger. This is done by a 3rd

level processor farm. Each event is transferred to one particular processor of the farm. The

processor takes a decisión based on the whole event data. Events accepted by the 3rd level

trigger are stored in a tape farm. The tape event rate is estimated to be about 100 Hz.

This data acquisition scheme requires a high throughput communication facility

between the detector buffers and the 2nd and 3rd processor farms. The facility would need

to synchronize the system so, for a given event, all subevents from the detector buffers are

gathered in the same processor.

In this paper it is proposed a network to implement the communication between the

2nd level detector buffers, the 2nd level trigger processor farm, the 3rd level trigger

processor farm and the tape farm. The network design is aimed both to deal efficiently with

the specific problems of data acquisition, and to work as a general communication network.

1.2 Global network structure.

The proposed network has a parallel ring topology, as shown in figure 1. The network

nodes are interconnected by Hnks and switches. The links between nodes are point to point

unidirectional links working at 100 Mbytes/s.

The number of rings can be any power of two. For the LHC case this number has

been set to 64. Therefore, the throughput available is 6.4 Gbytes/s, enough to cope with the

LHC 2 and 3 level trigger requirements.



Figure 1. System topology.
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Transmission is done through self

addressing packets. Every packet has an

address header, an arbitrary, even zero,

amount of data and an end-of-packet. Nodes

can inject local or global packets into the

rings. Local packets travel in one ring until

they find the node that match their header

destination address, where they are diverted

from the ring. Global packets go around the

source ring until a switch routes them to the

destination ring. Once in the destination ring they are con verted in local packets to find its

destination node.

A global block diagram of the sys-

tem is shown in figure 2. The 64 rings are

drawn as one thick Une. This line goes

through four main parts: 1) The control and

router section; it is in charge of the global

synchronism of the system, switching of

packets, maintenance of the rings and exter-

nal Communications. 2) The detector buffer

nodes gather the event data into 64 packets,

one on each ring. 3) The event builder

assemble the data packets from the 64 rings

into one event packet, addressed to one processor of the farms. 4) The farm section holds

the 2nd and 3rd level trigger processors.

In order to build events the control section generates data packet seeds in all the rings

for every event. The seed packets travel across the detector buffers collecting all the available

data for that event. In the event builder the 64 packets are merged together to get only one

packet with all the event information. This packet is sent to the corresponding 2nd or 3rd

level processor.
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Figure 2. System block diagram.



2. Network elements.

2.1 Point to point links.

The link is inspired in the HPPI standard [2]. It performs source synchronized

unidirectional data transfers, so the clock is sent along with 32 bits of data and two control

bits. A data word is sent at every clock cycle. With a clock frequency of 25 MHz, a top

bandwidth of 100 Mbytes/s is achieved. One control bit validates the data being sent. The

second control bit signáis the packet boundaries. The data flow is regulated by an

asynchronous stop line set by the destination node, which disable the emission of data by the

sender node. Data integrity is checked by means of 4 parity bits. It is also included an

asynchronous reset.

Hardware complies with HPPI standard. The lines have terminated ECL differential

drivers and receivers. The link cable is composed of 50 twisted pairs.

SYNCHRONIZER
IN

LINK

MULTIPLEXER

2.2 Node interface.

The scheme of the interface between the point to point link and the internal bus of the

node is shown in figure 3.

The FIFO memories decouple the

link from the (maybe slow) node bus. Their

required capacity depends on the number

and the size of the packets stored by them.

When a packet arrive to the inter-

face, its header is checked against the node

address. If they match, the packet is loaded

into the receive fifo and the node control

OUT

LINK

RECEIVE
FIFO

SEND
FIFO

TO NODE FROM NODE

Figure 3. Node interface.

processor is notified. If they do not match, the packet is shunted towards to the output link.

When a node processor wants to send a packet, it load it into the send fifo. When

done, the processor signáis the interface to send the packet.

The transmission is therefore done in a memory to memory basis at full speed. The

efficiency is limited by the overheads generated in the header matching. This overheads are



no greater than ten clock cycles so the interface is very efficient even when small packets are

transmitted.

The synchronizer is a dual port 16 words barrel buffer. Data coming from the link

is written in the buffer synchronously with the link clock. The buffer is read out synchro-

nously with the interface clock.

The synchronizer buffer must be big enough to receive the data already on the link

when the stop signal is generated. The time between the stop generation and the arrival of

the last data is twice the link length divided by the signal speed. This time divided by the

clock cycle determine the minimum buffer size. Assuming a clock cycle of 40 ns, máximum

link length of 25 meters (HPPI) and a signal speed of 4.5 ns/m, the minimum buffer size

should be of 6 words.

The initialization of the node interface is done by the point to point link reset line.

Once the reset is done, the interface finds its address in the first valid word coming from the

line. A centralized procedure maps the network and initializes all the nodes, avoiding the use

of switches or jumpers to define the node addresses.

A set of network commands are provided to enable and disable any node (so nodes

can be logically disconnected from the network), and to get error and status information.

In order to build events, the detector buffer nodes can append data, stored in their

sendfifo, to the packets traversing the node.

2.3 Packet types.

The packet header defines its destination address and its type. As pointed before (See

1.2), the packets can be global or local. Global packets are bypassed by all the nodes and the

event builder, but they are transferred by the router to their destination ring. They are

converted at the router output in local packets.

Local packets are bypassed by the router. They can be of the following types:

1- Standard packets. Local address checking is done in every node.

2- Data packets. The detector buffer nodes append data to them. They are the only

ones accepted by the event builder, where they are con verted to standard packets.

3- Broadcast packets. The nodes both read and transmit them.



4- Command packets. They are transmitted through the network like any normal

packet. On reaching their destination node, they set node parameters.

Command packets are provided for network maintenance and they are not written on

the receive fifo, so never reach the node controller.



3. Network description.

3.1 Detector buffers.

The events coming from the first level trigger are stored in the second level buffers.

Each detector segment has a local processor associated with the data buffer. The local

processor performs the local second level trigger, it produces a reduced data file for every

event. The reduced events are sent to the global second level trigger processor through the

network. The local processor expect a second level global decisión to come back. If the

decisión is positive the local processor send the whole event to the third level trigger

processor, otherwise it releases the buffer space allocated to the event.

Figure 4 show the data buffers

connection layout. Each one of the 64 rings

goes through an unlimited daisy chain of

nodes. Every node has an interface, a data

buffer corresponding to a detector segment,

and a local processor.

The serial event building process

requires from the node interfaces the capa-

bility of appending, on line, a local sub

event to a data packet.

The way in which the serial event

building process is done in each ring is shown in figure 5. Seeds coming from the control

section of the network go through the daisy chain picking up the data of a given event. The

daisy chain behaves as a pipeline. A big event can ful thepipeline, but several small events,

like those of the 2 level trigger, can be transmitted simultaneously. The throughput is,

therefore, not degraded by the number of nodes in the daisy chain, but only by the packet

overhead in each node.

All the local processors must send the events in an orderly way, so all the packets

being appended to one seed belong to the same event. This order is determined by a global

network secuence supplied to the detector buffers by the control section of the network. One
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Figure 4. Detector buffers.
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event require 64 seeds going into the 64 rings.

The seed header has the address of the global

processor in charge of handling the event.

The local processors can interleave non
Figure 5. Serial event buildiñg. , ^ . . , _

data packets m the event flow because mcoming

data packets are stopped in the interface input

link until a subevent packet is ready in the send fifo. Outgoing non-data packets do not

conflict with the ring trafile because any event being built waits upstream in the ring for a

local data packet, so packets find their way clear downstream.

The local detector buffer processors require some global information to work

properly. First, they need the results of the global 2nd level trigger in order to reléase the

buffer space allocated to the event or to send the event to the 3rd level trigger. Second, they

need to know the network secuence, i.e. how the events being sent to the 3rd level trigger

are to be interleaved with the 2nd level reduced events. This global information has to be

broadeasted to all the detector buffer nodes in order to keep them synchronized.

The global information belonging to several events is transferred in one broadcast

packet at the cost of added lateney in the 2nd level trigger. The interface nodes simulta-

neously store the broadcast packets in the receive FIFO and send them down the ring.

3.2 Parallel event builder.

3.2.1 General description.

64 links come out from the detector buffers section. Each event has a data packet on

each link. The parallel event builder assembles these data packets together in order to get a

whole event packet in route to its assigned processor.

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the event builder. It is composed of two layers

of partial event builder 8-way modules. The output link is determined in each layer by the

ring address field in the data packet header. Event buildiñg is done in two steps, one per

layer. The first layer assembles data packets coming from the 8 rings with the same 3 most

signiñeant bits. The second layer assembles the packets coming from the first layer through

rings with the same 3 least significant bits. Normal packets are bypassed by the event builder.
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Figure 6. Parallel event builder.

It is possible to configure an 8-way

module as two 4-way modules, so the num-

ber of links can be any power of two. Sca-

ling up would require the addition of a third

layer of modules (up to 512 links).

The 2nd level trigger reduced events

and the 3rd level trigger whole events fo-

llow sepárate output paths. In the present

configuration, 56 out of 64 output links are

dedicated to 3rd level events, while 8 links

are dedicated to the 2nd level trigger.
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3.2.2 Event builder module.

Figure 7 sketchs the

structure of the 8-way module,

which is composed by 8 boards,

with a link interface each, and a

motherboard with a pipelined

crossbar switch. The interface is

similar to the one described in

section 2.2. They differ in the

following: the usual interface

has a FIFO memory, whilst the

event builder interface has a

memory partitioned in 8 equal

blocks, each block configured

as a FIFO.

The module design is based on [3]. Data packets coming from the link are stored in

the input memory block pointed by the appropriate 3 bits in the destination ring field of its

header. The i block of thej input memory is mapped to they block of the / output memory.

Figure 7. Event builder 8-way module.



The switch transfers the data stored in the input blocks to the mapped output blocks, so

packets with a given destination ring address are gathered in the same output memory.

Becaüse the packet order has not been lost neither in the FIFO blocks ñor in the switch, the

first packets coming out of the blocks of any output memory belong to the same event. The

interface then builds the event by appending the first packets coming out of the 8 blocks.

3.3 Processor farms.
The 2nd and 3rd level trigger processor

farms are organized as depicted in figure 8. Each

node has one or more processors plugged into a

common bus. The node interfaces are the ones

described in section 2.2. All processors connected

to a network ring must belong to the same trigger

level. In the present configuration there are 8

rings for the 2nd level farm and 56 for the 3rd le-

vel farm.
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Figure 8. Processor farms.

The 2nd level processors work on reduced events. On every event, they decide to

accept or reject the event. This decisión is forwarded through the network to the control

section in order to be distributed back to the detector buffers.

The 3rd level processors receive whole events from the detector buffers. If a 3rd level

processor decides to reject an event, it throughs away the event and reports to the control its

availability. If the processor accept the event, then it requests an available tape handler, sends

the event to tape and reports it is finished.

The processing requirements of the 2nd and 3rd level triggers are quite different. In

the 2nd level trigger the processor speed determines, not only the size of the farm, but also

the latency, and therefore the size of the detector buffers. There are small memory

requirements for the 2nd level processors because both data and program are small. The third

level processor speed determines just the size of the farm but its memory requirements are

sizeable because the data and program are large.
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3.4 Control and I/O section.
The block diagram of the

control and I/O section is shown in

figure 9. The router provides full

connectivity among the network,

switching global packets between any

rings. The I/O section provides

Communications with the external

facilities and control for the tape and

disk farms. The global control is in

charge of the event building schedule

and assignment of processors to

events. The I/O and global control

are connected to both sides of the router so they have fast access to and from any ring in the

network. The ring control section generates the seeds for event building and performs the

ring mantenaince and initialization.

64 LINES IN
I .

*
ROUTER

f
RING CONTROL

4
64 LINES OUT

I/O
&

GLOBAL
CONTROL

t i

«—TAPE
EXTERNAL
CONTROL

-*— TRIGGER 1

CONTROL NET

Figure 9. Control section.

3.4.1 Router.

The router is similar in concept to the event builder, so the reader is referred to

section 3.2 for a description. In fact the event builder is a modified router. The difference

resides in the output stage of the 8-way module. While in the event builder the 8 first ready

packets in each block of an output memory belong to the same event, in the router they are

unrelated. So the router does not append packets like the event builder but transmits them

as soon as possible.

3.4.2 Input/Output.

In the present configuration this section is implemented using VME buses, as it can

be seen in figure 10. Each bus has two node interfaces connected to both sides of the router.

Up to 64 buses can be implemented.
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64 LINES IN

tú

The buses hold controllers and

interfaces to standard networks, such

as ethernet, and other computer sys-

tems. From these systems, operators

can communicate with any node in

the network. For example, users can

send calibration runs to any local

processor in the detector section, and

get the results back; update parame-

ters in the 2nd and 3rd global trigger

programs; capture 2nd or 3rd level

events for display or analysis purpo-

ses; users can also get partial control

of the processor and tape farms for

general computing.

The I/O section holds the tape

or disk farms to store the accepted

third level events. The buses hold individual tape handlers and one global tape farm con-

troller. The tape controller has a list of idle tape handlers addresses. Tape request packets

from 3rd level processors are granted by the controller, it takes an idle handler address and

sends it back to the 3rd level processor. The processor writes the event on tape and, when

finished, returns the handler address to the tape controller.

The 8 rings of the 2nd level processor farm transfer the return packets travelling from

the farm to the control at the rate of the 2nd level trigger. Transferring big event packets

through those lines results in an increased máximum latency for the 2nd level trigger.

Therefore it is convenient to attach the tape farm to the remaining 56 rings of the 3rd level

trigger.

64 LINES OUT

Figure 10. In/Out.

3.4.3 Global control.

The global network control is made of one unique processor attached to one VME

bus, as shown in Figure 10. The seriality of this controller assures global synchronization.
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The controller has the foliowing buffers:

1- Trigger 2 queue. It has the identifiers of the new events to be send to the second

level trigger. This identifiers are supplied by the first level trigger and are know by

all the detector buffers.

2- Idle 2 level processors. It has the addresses of the inactive processors in the 2nd

level processor farm. It is filled with control packets coming from the 2nd level

processor farm.

3- Rejected 2 level event identifiers. It is filled with control packets coming from the

2nd level processor farm with a negative trigger decisión.

4- Accepted 2 level event identifiers or trigger 3 queue. It is filled with control

packets coming from the 2nd level processor farm with a positive trigger decisión.

5- Idle 3 level processors. It is filled with control packets coming from the 3rd level

processor farm.

The lst level trigger is tagged at beam crossing rate. Although this tag can be used

as event identifier, it is more economic to use the ordinal trigger number. This is possible

because the lst level trigger is intrinsically serial, so its arrival order is uniform through all

the detector. If this tagging scheme is used, the 2nd level trigger queue has the identifiers

in ascending order and can be replaced by a 2nd level counter. The counter keep track of

acepted lst level triggers and therefore tells how many events are waiting in the buffers to

be send to the 2nd level processor farm.

An aditional ring of point to point links, the control ring, is used by the global

processor to periodically broadcast control packets to the 64 ring controllers.

The control packets contain the following information:

1- A network secuence for event building. This secuence is made up of event

identifiers taken from the 3rd level trigger queue, interleaved with numbers

representing burst of 2nd level events. The bursts are subtracted from the 2nd level

counter.

2- A list of rejected events to be deallocated in the detector buffers.

3- A list of destination addresses matching the network secuence of item 1. They are

taken from the idle processor queues.

13
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Figure 11. Ring controllers.

3.4.4 Ring controllers.

As shown in Figure 11, each ring

controllers is implemented in a VME bus

with two link interfaces, one for the control

ring and another for the corresponding data

ring.

The control packet generated by the

global controller is broadcasted through the

control link to all the 64 ring controllers.

The ring controllers build local control packets out of the global control packets. The

local control packets have the network secuence for event building and the list of rejected

events. Each ring controller broadcasts the local control packets to the detector buffer nodes

located on its ring. Once a local control packet has been broadcasted, the ring controller send

as many seeds as events are in the network secuence. The destination nodes on the seed

headers are taken from the list of destination addresses of the global control packet. The

order of the seed destinaton nodes match the order of the previously broadcasted network

secuence.

As pointed in paragraph 3.1, all the detector buffers send the subevents according to

the order of the network secuence. Therefore, the seeds travelling on the network are

synchronized with the data send by the detector buffers.

The ring controllers are also in charge of the initialization procedure and of the ring

error handling.

14



4. Network performance.

4.1 Throughput.
With the present configuration, the máximum transfer capability of the system is 64

rings transmitting at 100 Mbytes/s each, that is 6.4 Gbytes/s. However, this figure tells

nothing about how useful is the network in a data acquisition environment. It is more

descriptive the 2nd and 3rd level trigger rates that the system can support.

We shall estímate in bytes the cost per ring to build up an event. This cost is

estimated in several points over the network. From the working throughput and the máximum

cost, we obtain the máximum working rates for the triggers.

The 2nd level events are of small size, therefore the rate is limited by the overheads,

not by the amount of data being transferred. On the other hand, 3rd level events are large,

and the overheads are negligible.

4.1.1 Detector buffers.

Each ring of the network can be considered as a pipeline, so several events can be

build up simultaneously in different stages of the same ring. In saturation conditions, an

event leaving the detector buffers is immediately followed by the next event. Therefore, the

throughput is determined by the amount of data and by the dead time, or overheads, spent

by the header in a node. The overheads include the time for header decoding and the time

to recover the memory from the previous event. An upper limit for the overheads is 10 clock

cycles. As each cycle can transmit 4 bytes, a total of 40 bytes per event and per ring are lost

in overheads.

The data transmitted in a 2nd level event is 1000 bytes, this means an average of 16

bytes per ring.

The overhead and data load for the network secuencing and event deallocation should

be considered for each 2nd level event. This information is gathered for several events into

one packet. Assuming that the number of gathered events is 16, the overhead per event is

40/16 or 2.5 bytes. The data transferred per event in each ring is 4 bytes for network

15



secuencing and 4 bytes for event deallocation. Therefore, the retum cost is 10 bytes per

event and per ring.

Adding all the partial costs, the total cost of transmit a 2nd level event through the

detector buffers totalize 66 bytes per ring.

The size of a 3 level event is 106 bytes, or 16 Kbytes per ring, so the overheads and

the return data are negligible.

100
Efficiency

so -

60

4.1.2 Event builder.

The event builder throughput is determined by its input and output memories and by

the throughput of the module switch.

The input and output memories are assumed to be coupled to the detector buffer

section and toíhe farm, thus the system does not get additional overheads.

A simulation of the 8-way

module switch behavior is show in

figure 12. Abscise represents the

average event size relative to the

memory size. Ordinates represent the

throughput of the switch as a per-

centage of 8 times the máximum

throughput of a link, that is 800

Mbytes/s. Each point in the graph

was simulated generating event sizes

from a gaussian distribution, centered

on the abscise of the point and width

equal to half the average valué. The simulation assumes a barrel shifter switch.

The actual implementation uses an improved switch that maximizes the number of

connections between input and output memories of the 8 way module. The performance is

expected to be better than the one shown in figure 12.

It can be seen that, provided with enough memory, the event builder approach 100%

of the 64 ring throughput: 6.4 Gbytes/s.
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Figure 12. 8 way module throughput.
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4.1.3 Trigger farms.

Because each event is transferred in one packet, the overhead per event is just 10

clock cycles, or 40 bytes. This is negligible when is compared to the data event size of 103

bytes for the 2nd level or 106 for the 3rd level trigger.

The rate of events is shared among the rings, therefore, the event size should be

divided by the number of the farm rings to get the average load per event and per ring.

There are 8 rings in the 2nd level farm, so the cost per event and per ring is 128 bytes. The

load per event and per ring is 18 Kbytes in the 3rd level farm which has 56 rings.

4.1.4 Router and control.

The router throughput is the same than the event builder. The router outputs are

decompensated because the ones connected to the tape farm or to the global controller are

more loaded than others. Anyway, as the data flow goes into buses with lesser bandwidth

than the point to point links, no output can be saturated.

Assuming a 3rd trigger rate of 100 events/s, the amount of data being written to tape

is 100 Mbytes/s. To handle this output rate, several tape handlers and I/O buses have to be

implemented.

The 2nd level return packets concéntrate on the output of the router corresponding

to the global controller bus. The load per event in this ring is 48 bytes, 40 bytes for

overheads and 8 bytes of data.

The global controller generates 2 words per 2nd level event, one for event

deallocation, and another for processor assignment. This is 8 bytes of data per event.

Because several events are gathered into one packet the overhead is negligible.

The VME bus of the global controller is significantly loaded as it receives 8 data

bytes and sends 8 bytes per event. At a 2nd level trigger rate of 2*105 events/s, the load is

4 Mbytes/s.

The controller processor itself should be fairly fast to support the 2nd level trigger

rate. A RISC processor seems to be adequate.
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4.1.5 Rated throughput.

The throughput limit of the system is 6.4 Gbytes/s. This saturation limit should not

be used to rate the system because of the following reasons:

1- The latency estimation (See 4.2) is done under the assumption of a non saturated

system.

2- The throughput ñgures are obtained assuming that the data load is equally shared

among the rings. It is easy to balance the load by reassignment of nodes among the

rings, but some margin should be left.

For the present purposes the design trigger rate has been set to double the currently

accepted rates. Therefore, design rates are 2*105 Hz for the 2nd level trigger and 2*103 Hz

for the 3rd level trigger. The equivalent throughput is the product of the rate, the transfer

cost per event and per link, and the number of links.

Table I show the transfer cost in bytes per event and per ring, together with the

required throughput in Gbytes/s, in different network sections. A máximum throughput of

2.8 Gbytes/s is required in the detector buffers, which is less than half the saturation limit

of 6.4 Gbytes/s.

The 2 and 3 level trigger rates can be traded among them because it is irrelevant how

the design throughput is shared.

Table II. Cost per event and ring in bytes and throughput in Gbytes/s for the design

trigger rates.

2nd level

3rd level

Total

Rates

Hz

2*105

2*103

Detector buffers

(64 rings)

Size Gbytes/s

65 by

16kby

0.8

2.0

2.8 Gby/s

2nd level farm

(8 rings)

Size Gbytes/s

128 by 0.2

-

0.2 Gby/s

3rd level farm

(56 rings)

Size Gbytes/s

-

18 kby 2.0

2.0 Gby/s
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4.1.6 Scalability.

Let address now the question of how flexible is the design to a major increase in one

or more characteristics of the network.

As pointed in paragraph 4.1.1, the number of nodes in a ring does not affect the

throughput. Therefore, the total number of nodes in the detector buffers and in the processor

farms sections is totally scalable.

The throughput scales up by multiplying the number of rings by a power of two. This

scaling only modify the size of the event builder and the control sections. Table II show the

number of 8-way modules required by the event builder and the router as a function of the

system width.

Table III. Event builder modules versus system width.

# Rings'

# Modules

8

1

16

4

32

8

64

16

128

48

256

96

512

192

The throughput increase could be needed because of bigger event sizes or higher

trigger rates.

An increase in the 3rd level rate or in the 2nd level event size can be obtained scaling

up the number of rings.

Because the low throughput used by the 2nd level event data (0.2 Gbytes/s), a small

increase in size can be accommodated even without modifying the system.

The 3rd level event size is not scalable because the node memory size depend on it.

A substantial increase in the 3rd level event size means scaling up the memories all around

the network.

The 2nd level trigger rate also is not scalable because it is dominated by packet

overheads. An increase in the number of rings increases the total overheads by the same

factor.
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4.2 Latency and memory size.
Latency is the time passed from the arrival of an event from the first level trigger

un til the event is deallocated from the detector buffers.

The latency determine the occupance of the detector buffers. When the network or

any farm is exceeded by the volume of data, the latency rises up to the point in which a

detector buffer is full. Disabling the lst level trigger when any detector buffer is full provide

a clean and safe way of handling saturation. The system continué to work at full speed and

there are not partial event losses.

Latency has two components, the network latency and the processing latency. Next

we give an estimation of the máximum network latency under no saturation conditions.

When an event arrives from the lst level trigger, it must wait to be included in a

network secueñcing packet. The máximum wait time is given by the mean event arrival time

(5 ¿ts at the máximum 2 level trigger rate of 2*105 Hz) multiplied by the number of events

in a packet. Lets assume, as in section 4.1.1, that a secueñcing packet carry 16 events, then

the máximum wait time is 80 fj.s.

A 3rd level event may have been scheduled immediately before the 2nd level event,

so it has to wait for the 3rd level event to be transmitted. This time is the 3rd level event size

on each ring (16 Kbytes) divided by the throughput (100 Mbytes/s), or 160 (¿s.

The transfer time across the rings in the detector buffer is the product of the number

of nodes in each ring by the time spent in every node. It is assumed a total of 4000 nodes,

so each ring has 64 nodes. With 10 cycles packet overhead in each node, the transfer time

is 25 ¡ÁS.

Because the system works under not saturated conditions, the event builder memories

are almost empty. The transfer time in the event builder is twice the transfer time in one 8-

way module. The slowest event packet has to wait in the input module memory at most 8

switch cycles, each one of 32 clock cycles, and to be transferred in at most 3 switch cycles.

Therefore, the transfer time in the 8-way module is 11 switch cycles or 350 clock cycles, that

is 14 (MS. The total transfer time into the event builder is then 28 ¿¿s.

The máximum transfer time in the farm rings is assumed to be the same as the

transfer time in the detector buffers rings, that is 25 ^s.
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It is not possible to neglect the transfer time of the event in the VME within the farm

node holding the processor. Assuming a VME throughput of 5 Mbytes/s, the transfer time

is 1 Kbyte / 5 Mbytes/s, or 200 ps.

The router transfer time is assumed to be the same than the event builder, 28 /xs.

The deallocation information of several events has to be gathered by the global

controller into one control packet. The máximum time to wait for a new control packet to

be send is again 80 ¡xs.

The control packets are broadcasted by the global processor to the 64 ring controllers

in 25 jus.

The deallocation packets are broadcasted by the ring controllers. They can find again

a 3rd level event blocking the path. Then they wait for another 160 ^s.

At last, the deallocation packets are transmitted to the detector buffers in 25 /xs.

Adding all the partial latencies result a total network latency of about 850 /xs.

The processing latency is the time required by the 2nd level trigger program to take

a decisión on any event. Because of the high 2nd level rate this latency has to be small. Lets

assume it is 1 ms.

The latency determines the size of the detector buffers. During a 2 ms latency time

with 2*105 trigger rate, 400 events have to be stored. Lets have 800 events in the detector

buffers to take into account statistical fluctuations. Therefore, with 1 Mbyte event size, a

total detector buffer of 800 Mbytes is needed. The actual buffer size of each node depend on

the read out load of the node. Assuming 4000 nodes, the average memory requirement per

node is 200 Kbytes.

4.3 Reliability
The network has thousands of nodes. With such a big size, transmission errors may

be present. In order to have a useful system, safe error detection and handling procedures

must be implemented.

There are 2 levéis of error detection: a packet level implemented with parity, and a

system level.
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4.3.1 Packet error detection.

Parity is an inheritance of the HPPI standard. The 4 data bytes transferred through

the point to point link in each clock cycle are protected by 4 bits of parity. Parity generation

and checking hardware is implemented in every node of the network. When an error is

detected in a node, the parity is regenerated but the packet is marked as faulty and an error

flag is kept within the node. Periodically, the error flags are read out by the ring controllers.

No attempt is done for error recovering.

Parity detection supply very useful information for system maintenance because it

geographically pinpoints where random errors areproduced. Error statistics allows to identify

noisy sections of the network and help to prevent early failures of components.

Packets can degrade on its travelling in the network. When corruption is detected by

parity in the packet body, the packet is marked as faulty.

Errors in the packet header errors can corrupt the destination address or modify the

type of a packet. Also, errors in the link control Unes can créate phantom packets with

random headers. If the destination address of a corrupted header does not exist as a physical

node, the packet keep going around the network forever, possibly causing deadlock (See

4.3.3). In order to flush away these packets from the network, one special error detection

node is inserted in every ring. Those error nodes discard all incoming packets not addressed

to them. Accepted packets are stripped of their headers so the 2nd word becomes a new

header for the packet and the remaining data is forwarded or received according to it. Faulty

packets are rejected because there are minimal chances that the ramdom packet header match

the error node identifier. Error nodes are located in the links between the router and the ring

controller because data acquisition packets go through the control link, so only external and

faulty packets traverse them.

Same precaution has to be taken in the control ring. The error node is located in the

return link going from the ring controllers to the global controllers. This link is never

traversed by control packets.
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4.3.2 Global synchronism.

Event building requires that all the detector buffer nodes transmit their 2nd and 3rd

level data in an orderly way. If any error change the event order in a subset of nodes,

different events are mixed together. The loss of synchronism is handled in the following way:

An error processor is on the I/O section. It periodically sends an error check request to the

global controller. On this request the global controller inserts a dummy check event in the

network secuence addressed to the error processor. This check event is broadcasted like any

other event by the ring controllers. In response to the check event, the detector nodes send

their node identifiers which build up a packet directed to the error controller. A loss of

global synchronism is detected by the error processor because random data is inserted in

place of well defined node addresses.

On detection of an error, the error processor instruct the tape controller to flush all

arriving events. If the error check period is below the minimum 3rd level trigger latency,

then no faulty event goes to tape.

The error processor can identify the unsynchronized nodes and fix them without a

system reset.

Errors in the 2nd level return information can cause wrong event deallocation in some

detector buffer nodes. In turn, undeallocated oíd events can cause an overflow of detector

buffers which stop the system. A timeout can detect this problem. Again information can be

gathered with a dummy check event from all the detector buffers nodes to identify and fix

the wrong ones.

Also, errors in the information returning to the global controller can cause the

corruption of identifiers representing the farm processors, so a processor can loss its

identifier or get several of them. The last case can be detected by the farm processor by the

arrival of unexpected events.

Identifiers corruption can also be detected by the global controller by periodically

stopping the system, waiting the máximum 3rd level latency and checking the processors

queues.
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4.3.3 Deadlocks.

The network offer full connectivity among the nodes. Data transfers are done at

random without previous allocation of paths. In saturation conditions, colusión between

packets can happen in the system, so path resources needed by a packet to complete its route

may be blocked by other packets. In a ring structure conflictive demand of paths can cause

circular deadlock to build up. With several rings, deadlock can appear along any closed path.

A requirement for deadlock to occur is that the conflictive data path has to be closed.

With the present data acquisition scheme, no packets transverse the links between the router

and the ring controllers, so deadlock is avoided.

Big packets with corrupted headers can not cause deadlock because they are flushed

in the ring controller nodes.

The data flow due to external control packets is assumed to be negligible as compared

to the data adquisition flow.

4.4 Cost.

Is difficult to get cost figures at this early stage of the design. Nevertheless, is

possible to get a feeling of how the cost is distributed around the network by the number of

nodes. Two kind of nodes are considered: with small and large memories. About 256 Kbyte

and 2 Mbyte respectively. Table IV gives the node distribution.

Table IV. System size.

256 Kbyte

2 Mbyte

Detector

buffers

4000

-

Event

builder

72

56

Processor

farms

-

1000

Router

128

-

Control

&I/O

128

-

It can be seen that the cost is determined by the detector buffer and the farm sections,

being marginal the event builder, router and control sections. The cost of the small memory
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nodes used in the detector buffers section is expected to be significantly lower than the big

memory nodes used in the farms.

The total memory amount is 3 Gbytes. The cost can be estimated in the order of 2

millions swiss francs.

The network cost will certainly be a small fraction of the detector cost. Therefore,

the network design should be optimized, according to the global detector requirements and

cost. Up to here it was assumed the idea of having 4000 detector buffers [1]. The data paths

between the front end electronic and the detector buffers are implemented by point to point

links and data concentrators. As stated in paragraph 1.1, each node has a data load of 25

Mbyte/s which it is difficult to sustain with standard and cheap buses. It is possible to trade

a higher number of nodes, with increased network cost, against the use of slower and cheaper

electronic.
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5 Current status.

PTP LINKS

A prototype board of a node interface to VME has been developed at CIEMAT in

Madrid. The prototype is a 32 bits slave VME. It has all the capabilities required to

implement the data acquisition system described here. It can send, receive, transfer, and

broadcast packets. It can append data to a data packet, so it has serial event building capabili-

ties. The board has line reset and initialization, external disabling and enabling, and error

handling facilities.

The board scheme is

show in figure 13. The line

drivers and receivers are termi-

nated ECL chips.

The input and output

buffers are composed of video

memory Hitachi HM53051P-60

totalizing 1 Mbyte per buffer.

The synchronizer and control

sections are implemented using

CONTROL

VME

SYNC

VRAM

Figure 13. VME Interface.

the FPGA integrated circuits

A1020 from ACTEL. The remaining electronic is made using the 74F TTL series.

The working frequency of the pro-

totype boards is 10 MHz, which correspond

to a limit throughput of 40 Mbytes/s.

Preliminary test has been done with

the board. Figure 14 show the throughput of

the board as a function of the event size.

The curve is congruent with an overhead of

28 bytes or 7 cycles.

1000 10000 100000
Packet aira (Bytes)

Figure 14. Node throughput.
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